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Everyone should be able to live free from hate. And that includes online. Online hate 
speech is on the rise and we can all do something about it.

NSW is one of the most successful multicultural states in the world. According to  
the 2016 Census, in NSW we practice 146 religions, speak 215 languages and come 
from 307 ancestries. We are proud of our cultural diversity and what we have together 
achieved as a state. One of our biggest achievement is that in NSW we look after  
each other.

We have worked hard to maintain our social cohesion and community harmony,  
which enriches the lives of all the people of NSW. But we can’t take our social cohesion 
for granted.  

THE PROBLEM 
Hate speech threatens social cohesion and community harmony in NSW.

Evidence shows that hate speech affects young peoples’ sense of belonging and 
identity and may lead to increased feelings of isolation.

Research shows that 53% of 12 to 17 year olds in Australia have seen or heard hateful 
comments about cultural or religious groups online.

 When people are faced with hostility or hateful thinking, they are likely to react with 
a hateful response. This then begins a cycle of hate.
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WHAT CAN I DO? 
We can all start breaking the cycle of hate which promotes fear and division by 
changing the way we react to hate. 

The Remove Hate From The Debate website hosts tools and resources  
about online hate and how to begin countering hate so that we can live in a 
harmonious world. 

We can help to build community resilience by empowering young people with the 
tools and techniques they need to counter hateful and divisive rhetoric.

GET INVOLVED! 
This is a campaign for all the people of NSW and we want to see everyone pledge to  
Remove Hate From The Debate. 

 When you see hate online, respond with empathy and compassion rather than 
with more hate.

If you respond to hate speech with compassion and empathy, you are more likely to 
change the mood and start challenging people’s ideas in a positive way.

You are unlikely to change a person’s mind with one online conversation but every 
positive interaction adds up!
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REMOVE HATE FROM THE DEBATE AMBASSADORS 
Remove Hate From The Debate Ambassadors are role models who are determined to 
promote social cohesion and community harmony and overcome hate, they:  

•  Are champions for NSW’s peaceful and harmonious way of life

•  Are actively committed to community harmony and social cohesion

•  Are positive voices calling for unity in an often-uncertain world

•  Will speak up and speak out against hateful and divisive ‘Us and Them’ rhetoric

•  Stand for a common cause and a common vision: a peaceful, harmonious,
multicultural Australia.



Jamal Amad Shared Multicultural NSW’s post
Sarah Armstrong Shared Multicultural NSW’s post

Online hate speech is on the rise and we can all do something 
about it. I’ve pledged to Remove Hate From The Debate at  
removehatefromthedebate.com

About 50% of young Australians are said to have witnessed hate 
speech online. But everyone should be able to live a life free from 
hate. I’ve pledged to Remove Hate From The Debate at  
removehatefromthedebate.com
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 You can get involved by pledging to Remove Hate From The Debate. Visit the website 
and share the pledge to your social channels.
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